
Chulux Single Serve Coffee Maker Review – Do Not Buy Until You Read this! 

One of our life’s most enjoyable and cheapest little treasures comes in the form of coffee! 

One sip of hot coffee in the morning could make your day, while a strong cold cuppa could 

relax you in the evening. 

If you love coffee (cough, even more than your partner), it makes sense to invest in a single-

cup coffee maker that allows making one cup of coffee – quickly, easily, and effortlessly. 

One such coffee maker that deserves all your attention is Chulux Single Serve Coffee Maker. 

Let’s learn more about it in this Chulux coffee maker review.  

Features 

• Accommodates a range of coffee mug sizes  

• Compact in size which makes it suitable for traveling 

• Lightweight and portable 

• The water tank is made up of BPA-free material 

• Comes equipped with a removable drip tray to avoid spills 

• Get a fresh cup of coffee within 3 minutes, all thanks to its quick-brew technology 

• Shuts off automatically once the brewing is done 

• A great pick for offices, homes, and dorm rooms alike 

• Easy to operate, all credits to its smart one-touch button which kick starts the brewing 

procedure 

• Equipped with a 12-ounce water reservoir 

• Comes with 2-year warranty coverage from the manufacturer 

Performance 

What makes this single-serve coffee maker worth all your love is its capability of making 

outstanding coffee! Its ability to accommodate cups of all shapes and sizes further adds to its 

performance. Not a tech-geek? No worries. This coffee maker is extremely easy to operate 

and clean. It comes with a single one-touch operation and is also equipped with a removable 

drip tray which makes cleaning and maintaining the machine a pleasant experience.  

Although compact and portable in size, the coffee maker flaunts a robust build that is durable 

and long-lasting. What’s more, the product is made of BPA-free material which is safe to use. 

Using the coffee machine is extremely easy. All you need to do is rotate the unit to the left to 

unlock its brew head. Next, place a K-cup capsule in it. Fill the reservoir, and turn the unit to 

the right to lock the brew head.  

Keep the right size mug or take away the drip tray to accommodate bigger cups. Press the 

brewing button, and voila, this will start the brewing procedure. The unit will shut down 

automatically after three minutes.  

Here you go – your freshly brewed cup of coffee is ready for consumption! 

Design 



The coffee machine flaunts a highly compact and portable design. Traveling? Moving to a 

dorm room? Simply, carry this coffee maker machine along, and it will fit itself into coziest 

spaces without breaking a sweat.  

Not only is the machine strategically designed, but it also comes in an assortment of beautiful 

colors for you to choose from. The product is equipped with a water reservoir with a capacity 

of 12 oz. which eliminates the need for refilling the tank from time to time. 

Specifications 

• Capacity: 12oz. 

• Materials: BPA-free material 

• Dimensions: Size-4.3" W x 7.5"D x 9.8" H 

• Weight: 2.2 LBS 

• Cost: $39.99 

Pros 

• Compact and portable 

• Easy to use 

• Robust construction and built 

• Lightweight 

• Made of BPA-free material 

• Accommodates a range of cup sizes 

• Brews coffee within 3 minutes 

Cons 

• None so far, it is a solid buy! 

Should You Buy The Chulux? 

As is evident from the above review, this single-serving coffee maker is equipped with 

everything that a coffee maker must have! From robust built to the compact size, fast brewing 

technology, ability to accommodate a range of cup sizes, BPA-free material, easy cleaning, 

and one-touch operation – it pretty much has everything that you can ever expect.  

Add to this, the coffee maker also comes with a 2-year manufacturer warranty. Available in 

various pretty colors like basic black, apricot, brick red, and lime-green, we can’t think of any 

reason why this coffee maker should be missed.  

And yes, it is affordably priced too! 

Wrapping Up 

If you love coffee and are very particular about its taste, it is essential that you choose your 

coffee maker precisely and properly. Single-serve coffee makers are a great choice as they 

only serve a single cup of coffee, avoid wastage, and brew quickly.  

Why visit a coffee café shop when you can brew it effortlessly in the comfort of your home? 

Give this coffee maker from the house of Chulux a try today, and we’re sure, you won’t be 

disappointed. 



 

 


